Online Casino in Italy
In the last decades the phenomenon of

online casino

is progressively spreading , expanding

the number of users worldwide in contrast with the reduced number of players in traditional

casinos

, which were ( and still are) obviously limited to a specific clientele.

In Italy, gambling is regulated by several legislative restrictions; as a matter of fact, traditional

casinos

authorized in Italy are only four.

Online casinos

have recently encouraged - thanks to

the Internet as well as to a vast range of payment methods- a remarkable increase of Italian
players, providing the possibility of playing from home and with a low budget.

Although many

online casinos

have been blocked by AAMS (Independent Administration of

State Monopoly) after the approval of the Financial Law in 2006 (Legge 266/2005 artt. 535-536)
, the number of authorized

online casinos

is still substantially high.

At any rate, the bravest

players might take advantage of little tricks to bypass the blackout.

As in traditional

casino

s, a large variety of games – from roulette to blackjack, from poker to

slot machines – are provided by

online casinos

. Moreover,

online casinos

usually offer an

initial bonus (ranging from 20 to 500 Euros) without a necessarily immediate deposit.

The first step to follow to play

online casino

is very easy: the user needs to register and

choose the most suitable payment method on the

online casino’s

website to deposit and

subsequently withdraw its potential gains;

Once the registration is complete, it is generally required the installation of an executable file
(.exe ) downloadable for free from the selected

Finally, the last step is to launch the

online casino

online casino

computer desktop in order to start playing-

et voilà,

.

program from the shortcut saved on the
the player will be immediately immersed

in a virtual Las Vegas, ready to be kissed by the blindfolded Goddess of Fortune.
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